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SONYA BORSTEIN 
 
I 
Sonya Borstein [nee Barenchuk], born in 1923 in Bielice. Lived from age 6 in Zaluche. She 

describes life in the village, school and cultural life. 
 
At the beginning of the war the area was bombarded because of a nearby Russian air base. 

When the Russians withdrew they took many of the civilians with them. She remained 
behind to help her family and escaped in 1941 to Bielitz. Later on she and a girl friend 
went East, but later on returned again to join her family. 

 
Describes the killing of all the important citizens by the Germans. 
 
They were ordered to move the ghetto of Zetl. She describes the hardships in the ghetto. 

1500 Jews were killed in Aktion. She joined the underground in the ghetto. 
 
She describes life in the ghetto. Alter Dvozetsky was the head of the underground. He 

organized security. They got weapons from the peasants who had the weapons of the 
withdrawing Russian army. The plan was to make contact with the Russian partisans 
in the forest. 

 
She describes how she was accepted into the underground. The plan was that they would 

break out when the Russian partisans attacked. A traitor gave them away and those 
who were caught were tortured and killed. There was a punitive Aktion in the ghetto 
and many were killed. Shalom Fyolin was killed but Alter escaped. The ghetto was 
abolished. She and her father hid in a bunker. Describes life in the bunker. Later her 
father and others went to a work camp. She and a group went towards the forest. 
Describes hiding in the forest in the summer of 1942. They were taken in by a peasant 
in Dubrovka who had them and told them how to get to the partisans. She and her girl 
friend found a group of Jewish partisans in the forest and were accepted by them. 

 
Describes life in the partisan group and their actions. Her young brother joined her. They 

organized a group to rescue Jews from the labor camp and brought her father. 
Describes getting a gun and learning to shoot and participates in partisan actions. 
Describes daily life in the partisan camp of 200 people. 

 
They were ordered to mix the Jewish and Russian partisan groups. She joined the Krasna 

Vardesk group. She participated in the actions of planting explosives on railroad 
tracks. 

 
The Germans tried to eliminate the partisans in the forest. Battles ensued and the partisans 

retreated. 
 
II 
Repeats story of growing up in the village, her family life and schooling. 
 
Repeats story of German entry and Russian withdrawal. The Russians were drunk and 

robbed, which turned her against communism. 
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She studied one year in Lida and describes life there. 
 
Repeats story of the beginning of the war, the ghetto, the organization of the underground, 

her escape to the forest and joining the partisans. Describes life with the partisans. 
Hersh Kaplinsky was the leader of the Jewish partisan group. 

 
In the spring of '42 the partisan group reorganized. Describes attack of Germans on Zaluche 

and the partisan counter attack. 
 
The partisans brought Dr. Michnik from town who organized medical services and an 

underground hospital. 
 
In 1943 the Germans again attacked the forest. The partisans retreated. She describes the 

hardships of the retreat during which she became ill. 
 
 
III 
Describes antisemitism among Russian partisans. In July 1944 they met with the Russian 

army. Her feelings upon liberation. Her brother enlisted in the Russian army, she and 
father went to Zetel to get IDs and medals. She got the job to organize the Zetel 
Komsomol. Describes her work. Her father got Polish passports for them to get out and 
reach Palestine. 

 
In the spring they took the train to Lodz where they met shlichim from Israel who told them to 

pretend they were Greeks returning to Greece. 
 
She describes finding her brother in Russian army camp and assists him to join her and 

father. Her oldest sister also joins them. 
 
She describes their journey by train to Hungary, then crossing the Alps on foot and getting to 

Graz to the international camp. She and her sister went to Brussels and joined hachshara 
group in Chateau Ratendel. She describes life in the camp of youth training for life in 
Israel. 

 
She later went with a group of 25 to Marseille and stayed in a villa waiting for a boat. 

Describes the very difficult boat ride to Haifa, then to Atlit. From there she went to kibbutz 
Chefziba. Describes the difficult adjustment and her work. Later she went to Cheder and 
studied home economics in 1947. 

 
IV 
Talks about her adjustment in Israel, her work, marriage and children. 
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